
WORLD EVENTS are only 
DISTRACTIONS keeping OUR 
ATTENTION from a FAR 
LARGER AGENDA!
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By Bradley Loves

Happy Sunday to all my Brothers and Sisters

The world is full of distractions! No matter what appears to be happening…, it is happening 

for a reason. The wars and battles that we are seeing in the Middle East are happening at the

behest of an ANCIENT BLACK MAGIC CULTwhich wants to control.

There is a much deeper reason for what is happening in the Middle East. This reason can 

ONLY be seen if one is willing to step back from what is most obviously a terrible situation.

It is all about the MORPHO-GENETIC FIELD of the Planet!

It is about the “planets” energy system…, and therefore “our” energy system.

Bombs dropping, people suffering, and what appears to be CHAOS reigning, is a DESIGNED 

FREQUENCY, that is being placed there to keep humanity in a “state” of TRAUMA!

We really need to start seeing this for what it really is!

There is a method to the madness of the INSANE PSYCHOPATHS running things here on 

Earth.

They (the Psychopaths) understand things so much deeper than the average man, woman 

and child who are living on the surface of the planet. They are operating with the knowledge 

of the ANCIENTS…, and are operating with the full Esoteric KNOWLEDGE of the Mystery 

Schools.

They are not “just” trying to create War and Misery…, their goals are so much greater and far

reaching!

THINK BIGGER! LOOK DEEPER!
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They want complete control of the Planet! The Planet is basically a HOLOGRAM! It is a 

“projected” image of all of the collective souls who are living upon the surface. Therefore, in 

order to CREATE the reality that they want to have here on the surface of the planet…, they 

need to control the MINDS of each and every living human being who also lives on the 

surface of the planet.

THIS IS NOT NEGOTIABLE

Anyone who thinks that “reality” is a STATIC thing…, that is always present…, and can never 

be steered or changed…, just does not understand what our UNIVERSE really is.

Our thoughts…, are just as creative, and just as powerful as ATOMIC WEAPONS! And, how 

we think on a daily basis, is just as important to the structure and fabric of our “reality” as 

any outside influence there is.

WE’VE GOT TO START PUTTING THIS TOGETHER!

The Illuminati, the Cabal, (call them what you will) are already operating from a place of 

having in their possession ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE. They have discovered the steps necessary 

to steer and to change and to mold “reality”.

They can NOT do this alone…, they NEED our help!

Why?

REALITY IS A COLLECTIVE CREATION OF ALL OF US.

Each one of us has an input! Each one of us gets a vote! Each one of our votes is equal to 

that vote of every other man!

Perhaps you have always thought that the “votes” of the Illuminati or the Cabal count for 

MORE than yours…, and I can assure you they DO NOT!

So then WHY?   WHY?    WHY…, for God’s sake WHY, does the world look the way it does?

Each and every living man and woman has been taught, intimidated, and 

traumatized into THINKING IN CERTAIN WAYS that are “helping” the Cabal to 

create the reality that THEY WANT!

Could this be any more clear? Could it be any more simple? Could it be any more concise?



What we are seeing is NOT the reality that most human beings want…, but it IS the reality 

that those who are part of the Illuminati/Satan Worshiping Cabal want.

Mark Passio says it so concisely…, and so perfectly…, which is why I keep posting his stuff 

over and over…, but it is also a concept that is subtle! Almosttoo subtle for most people to 

grasp.

It is subtle because the “SCIENCE” behind the concept is not understood clearly.

LET ME RESTATE IT AGAIN.   We all have a HUGE affect on each other!

OUR “COLLECTIVE” THOUGHTS…., THAT MEANS ALL OF US LIVING HERE ON EARTH 

TOGETHER…, ARE CREATING THE REALITY THAT WE SEE!

Reality is not static…, it is not constant, it is CHANGEABLE!

What I am saying here is that IF the thoughts, dreams, and “imaginings” of all of the people 

living on Earth were to suddenly change tomorrow…, then the reality we see inside the 

HOLOGRAM would ALSO CHANGE TOMORROW!

I’m NOT kidding about this. This is not a joke…, nor is it a speculation!

THINK BIGGER!

Why do you think that it is so “imperative” for the USA Corporation to have a “friend” like 

Saudi Arabia…, a country which is well known to be one of the most repressive regimes on 

the face of the planet?

A regime where be-headings and crucifixions are common place?

Did you ever think that they both NEED and WANT that regime in place because it 

SERVES THEM?

The “thought forms” and the “mind-set”of a place like SAUDI ARABIA, is IMPERATIVE to their

larger goals of “steering” the MORPHO-GENETIC FIELD of the Planet…, and therefore the 

steering of REALITY ITSELF!

We’ve got to pull ourselves out of the day to day bombings, the upsets, and goings on…, and 

especially the TELEVISION NEWS MEDIA…, IF WE ARE EVER GOING TO SEE THE 

LARGER PICTURE OF WHY THEY ARE DOING THIS!

Yes, they are psychopaths at work doing horrible things…, but they are 

psychopaths with EXTREME KNOWLEDGE of how things work!

And the way to defeat them is not to sit there and go “tisk tisk” at everything they

are doing…, but instead to KNOW WHAT THEY KNOW…, and to see why they are 

doing what they are doing.



They are working on a grand energetic and frequency scale! They are working with the 

electro-magnetic fields that SUPPORT the HOLOGRAM!

As an aside…, Veronica Keen is the only person I’ve ever found that is posting information 

from the “other side” that ever talks about the Ley lines…, and Grids, and how our own power

is being used against us.

This is why I keep posting her stuff! It is not because she is a better Channel than all the rest 

of them…, it is because she is actually hitting on some of theTRUTH.

Now here is the TEN DOLLAR question for those who really like all of the other channels. Why 

isn’t every channeled entity out there talking about the “Grids”, the “Ley Lines”, and the 

“Morpho-Genetic Field”?

It’s because their messages are FAKE. The only way that you would know this however is to 

really understand the subtle workings of the UNIVERSE…, and to know how reality is 

created. This is why knowledge is SO IMPORTANT TO ALL OF US.

Instead of giving us knowledge…, the Cabal created the “NEW AGE”…, and gave us “feel 

good” messages which tell us NOTHING. For all practical purposes the NEW AGE, is the new 

religion which keeps us coming back over and over again to “channelers” (instead of priests) 

every week…, who give us messages that sound good and inspires us…, but always ask us to

DO NOTHING.

The “old way” of the priests was to tell us that we were sinners and that we could 

do NOTHING on our own to save ourselves since we were powerless.

The “new way” is to tell us that we are very LOVED…, but that since everything is 

already being “taken care of”  by much HIGHER BEINGS and ET’s, then there is 

NOTHING we need to do, so just sit back and wait for it!

Can you see how these two are exactly the same?

DO NOTHING = DO NOTHING

It’s the same old Birthday present with a different “wrapping” on it!

Getting back to the Illuminati and the Cabal…

They see every man and woman as only a battery…, which needs to be “tweaked” in order to

give off a certain “frequency” of energy and input in order to keep THEIR VERSION of reality 

alive and well.



This is why Mark Passio keeps telling us that WE…, yes “WE”…, have got to get the courage 

of grain of mustard, or better yet a pea…, and stopSUPPORTING THESE PSYCHOPATHS!

There are millions and millions of “order followers” (watch Mark Passio’s video Here), 

who…, for a paycheck…, and for a job…, are doing the bidding of the cabal!

How much more simply can I put it?

Each of us has a vote…, each of us has equal power to each of the richest members of the 

CABAL! We have to engage in the world and this reality as ifWE CARE about it.

So, if you are willing to “SELL”…, yes I did say that…, SELL your vote…, (Your desire to have

a loving planet) to the Cabal for nothing more than a paycheck…, for paper dollars…, for a 

nice car, or groceries…, then YOU ARE MOST CERTAINLY HELPING THEM TO CREATE A 

VERY DARK REALITY ON THE PLANET.

Your vote does count, and just got “sold”.

We’ve got to stop pointing fingers at everyone else, because WE…, yes WE…, are helping the

CABAL with each thought of helplessness…, and each action that we perform, and each 

moment of our lives if we do not “THINK” correctly.

Every man and women living in the US of America is helping the USA Corporation to drop 

bombs in other parts of the world simply by not saying NO you can’t DO THAT!

What about a very adamant… I DO NOT CONSENT to that!

The only way to think correctly is to really come to full knowledge of what they know and 

what they are really up to!

Some people may think I’m a total nut for diving as deeply as I have into the 

Occult…, into Black Magic…, and into the dark secrets of Satanism.

I say…, that it is the most important thing that I’ve ever done, and I’m going to do more!

It has helped me to see FAR MORE CLEARLY about exactly what, why and how…, these 

psychopaths, are able to steer the fabric of the EARTH HOLOGRAM into a very negative reality

like they are actively doing as we speak.

It makes perfect sense if you look at the BIGGER PICTURE.

The on going blood bath in Syria…, is nothing more than blood sacrifice happening in order to

lower to over all frequency of the morpho-genetic field of the planet.

This helps in many ways!
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1.It “traumatizes” the minds and emotions of countless human beings.

2.That trauma gets UPLOADED into the electro-magnetic field of the planet

3.That trauma lowers the resonance and quality of the entire field.

4.It causes a much lower vibration and frequency to occur on a planet wide level.

5.The dreams of every living being on the planet is affected.

6.And dozens of other ways not mentioned!

There is NO SUCH THING as: Since I am not there…, it is not affecting me!

The very living energy of the planet is like a blanket that covers all of us, and we are all being

affected by it regardless of where you are living physically!

WHO ARE THE ORDER FOLLOWERS?

What about the countless men and women building weapons, planes, tanks, guns, bombs, 

uniforms, and satellites, all for a paycheck?

What is THEIR VOTE DOING? They are helping the Dark Cabal!

What about all of the men and women who join the militaries of the world to fight and kill in 

their wars? What is their vote doing to our world?

What about the people who “invest” their money into the companies and corporations who 

are doing these things?

WHAT ARE YOU DOING AND THINKING TODAY THAT IS AFFECTING THE FABRIC OF 

REALITY?

So…, if you are living on the surface of the planet…, then YOU ARE BEING AFFECTED by the 

trauma happening in the MIDDLE EAST!

Even as you sleep comfortably in your bed…, that energy of trauma is NOW AFFECTING YOU 

in very important ways…, and is defining the reality that you are living in and that surrounds 

you!

It is a download into your subtle body which you can not avoid! You can not separate yourself

out of the soup!

THINK OF OUR WORLD AND OUR REALITY AS IF IT IS A POT OF VEGETABLE SOUP

Pretend that you are a carrot in the soup…, and that once you get put into the soup…, that all

of the flavors of every other vegetable in the soup will somehow NOT affect the rest of the 



soup!

You might say…

Oh…, I’m a carrot…, so the flavor (frequency) of all of these other vegetables 
will not have ANY AFFECT upon me as a carrot…, or on the taste of the soup 
since we are all different. Their flavors (thoughts and frequencies) have to stay 
away from me…, because I’m a carrot…, and I’m not affected by those other 
vegetables!…

Is this the TRUTH?

Is this even possible?

It is time to get real about what we are doing here on Earth! It is time to grow up!

We have to take personal responsibility for each and every moment of our lives and how 

our thoughts and actions are actually VOTES that are being cast out into the rest of the 

soup…, (the morpho-genetic field).

If your job (how you earn your money) is supporting the CABAL…, then quit your 

job! Find a new one!

If not…, then YOU…, yes I did say that…, YOU are part of the problem of terribly hurting the 

planet!

I ask you all to think on these things!

All my love,

Bradley
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